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MIT and Real Capital Analytics Announce Pioneering Tradable Commercial
Property Index

December 20,2006

The MIT Center for Real Estate and Real Capital Alnal~tic~~ are
launching a set of pioneering indexes for tracking commercial investment I

property prices in the United States, the center director and RCA president said
in a joint announcement today.

The MI-r Center for Real Estate (MIT/CRE) developed the new suite of 29
indexes to support derivatives trading such as index return swaps. The indexes
are based on comprehensive data on commercial property transactions prices
from the New York-based RCA.

In making the announcement, MIT/CRE director~d Geltngrsaid, "The
development of an active futures market; which does not currerrtly exist for
commercial property, would greatly increase the efficiency of the real estate
industry. It will address such long-standing problems with real estate investment
as high transactions costs, lack of liquidity, inability to sell 'short,' and difficulty
comparing investment returns with securities such as stocks and bonds."

"This index is a major step in the evolution of commercial real estate as an
accepted asset class by providing benchmarking and hedging c:apabilities never
before available," said RCA president Robert M. White Jr. "We have further
developecj our database to meet MIT index development needs,," he added.

According to Geitner and White, a consortium of firms is currently developing
plans to enable trading of futures derivatives on the family of indexes as soon
as the first quarter of 2007. Even before that, the new indexes ~vill be published
on the web sites of MIT/CRE and RCA and will be available freE~ of charge as
an information service to the academic and industry research communities.
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Henry Pollakowski, co-director of the MIT/CRE's Commercial Real Estate
Data Laboratory, said the new indexes achieve a number of firsts. "We have

developed the first true monthly national index that does not involve a moving
average across past months; the first 'primary markets' (top 10 metropolitan
areas) quarterly indexes for each of the four major property types -office,
apartment, industrial, retail; and the suite of 29 basic indexes includes the first
annual indexes for specific property types in specific metropolitan areas, such
as office buildings in New York."

Pollakowski also noted that the new MIT/CRE indexes are the "first regularly
produced commercial property indexes based on repeat sales of individual
properties, of the same basic index construction metho,d as the
Case-Shiller/S&P housing indexes that underlie the new Chicago Mercantile
Exchange housing futures contracts. Such econometric:ally rigorous index
construction methods are necessary to track the same-propert~{ price changes
that are of the type actually faced by property investors."

In addition, the suite of 29 indexes includes quarterly indexes for the four
property types at the national level and annual regional indexe~; for each of the
property types.

The RCA database that makes the index possible is one of the nation's most
extensively and intensively documented databases of commercial property
prices, inc;luding on a timely basis the vast majority of commerc:ial property
sales of more than $2.5 million. The MIT Center for Real Estate developed the
methodology for producing the indexes from the sales data.

--==--)
The End of the Commercial Real Estate Boom: Early Evidence

The latest index results provide solid evidence of the magnitude of the
2003-2005 commercial investment property bull market in the United States
and indicate that for the broad market the "boom" period ended early this year.
From a bottom in February 2002 to a plateau in February 2006, the national
aggregate index rose 66 percent. Since then, the flagship monthly index has
shown no cumulative gain, the longest period of no net gain since the
2001-2002 recession. The bull market was truly impressive, with no negative
month from August 2003 through September 2005.

The quarterly property sector indexes show broad similarity but also present
interesting specific differences. The fastest growing sector from the second
quarter of 2002 through the third quarter of 2005 was apartments, which
produced a 75 percent price appreciation during that period, driven in many
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markets by a condo-conversion boom that ended in 2005. But the apartment
sector peaked first and since the third quarter of 2005 has declined 5 percent.
The preliminary index returns for the third quarter of 2006 show both the office
and industrial sectors declining for the first time. Office declinelj more than 2
percent, while retail continued to increase (2 percent).

About the Project Development Team

The indexes were developed by MIT/CRE in conjunction with RCA and with
input from an advisory team that included Professor Jeff Fisher of Indiana
University, Brad McGill, and Pierre Wolf.

The M[r Center for Real Estate is an interdepartmental resE~arch and
educatiorlal unit within MIT's School of Architecture and Planning that
administers MIT's master of science in real estate development program and
provides a link between MIT and the real estate industry.

Real C(~pital Anal~tics. Inc. is a pioneer in the compilation, analysis and
disseminc~tion of commercial property transaction and capital flow data. RCA's
clients include major brokerage firms, commerciallendE~rs, investment
managers and investment institutions.

For mor'e information about the new indexes, contact:

David C;eltner, Director, Center for Real Estate
Henry Pollakowski, Co-Director of the MIT/CRE Commercial F~eal Estate Data

Laboratory
Patti Rict~, Senior Communications Officer, MIT News Office,
617-253-8923

tQn

MIT Center for Real Estate

T: 617.253.4373 F: 617.258.6991 E: I!lit:.Q[e@mit.~~
77 Massachusetts Avenue W31-310 Cambridge" MA 02'139-4307

Privac~ F~
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Moodys/REAL Commercial Property Price Index (CPPI)

Methodology developed at MIT's Center for Real Estate

Latest Results

September 26, 2008 update: The latest results of the Moodys/REAL CPPI
show a return of 0.4% in July for the all properties national index.

The Moodys/REAL CPPI will be published first by Moodys and will appear
here on the MIT/CRE website shortly afterwards. The MIT/CRE is publishing
the Moodys/REAL commercial property index results monthly as a service to
the real estate academic and industry research communities. It should be noted
that these indices are a statistical product that may contain estimation error,
and that MIT makes no claim or warranty regarding its accuracy or use.

What is the Moodys/REAL Commercial Property Index (CPPI)?
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The Moodys/REAL commercial property index (CPPI) is a periodic
same-property round-trip investment price change index of the U.S. commercial
investment property market based on data from MIT Center for Real Estate
industry partner Real Cagital Anal~tics. Inc (RCA). The methodology for index
construction has been developed by the MIT/CRE through a project undertaken
in cooperation with a consortium of firms including RCA and Real Estate
Analytics. LLC (REAL). The index has been developed with the objective of
supporting the trading of commercial property price derivatives. The index is
designed to track same-property realized round-trip price changes based purely
on the documented prices in completed, contemporary property transactions.
The index uses no appraisal valuations. The methodology employed to
construct the index is a repeat-sales regression (RSR), as described in detail in
Geitner & Pollakowski (2007). The data source for the index is described in
detail in a white paper available from RCA.

The set of indices developed so far includes a national all-property index at
the monthly frequency, national quarterly indices for each of the four major
property type sectors (office, apartment, industrial, retail), selected annual-
frequency indices for specific property sectors in specific metropolitan areas,
and primary markets quarterly indices for the top 10 metropolitan areas in the
major property types. The annual indices are produced in four versions,
beginning in January, April, July, and October of each year. These are
respectively named the calendar year (CY) index, the fiscal year ending March
(FYM) index, the fiscal year ending June (FY J) index and the fiscal year ending
September (FYS) index.

The RCA Database

The commercial property index is based on the RCA database which attempts
to collect, on a timely basis, price information for every commercial property
transaction in the U.S. over $2,500,000 in value. This represents one of the
most extensive and intensively documented national databases of commercial
property prices ever developed in the U.S.

The Moodys/REAL CPPI and the TBI

The Moodys/REAL CPPI index is a complementary information product to the
transgction based index (TBI) also published on the MIT/CRE web site. Both
the CPPI and the 1m are based purely on transaction price data. The TBI is
based on NCREIF property sales prices data, while the former is based on RCA
sales prices data. Thus, the TBI is based on a smaller population of more
purely institutionally held properties. The TBI is based on a hedonic regression
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methodology whereas the CPPI is constructed with a repeat-sales
methodology. The TBI is published with history going back to 1984 but only at
the quarterly frequency, and only at the national level (for the four major
property types), whereas the CPPI includes monthly and annual frequencies
and more geographic regional break outs. The latter is a variable-liquidity price-
change (appreciation return) index, while the TBI includes total return and
constant-liquidity (demand side) indexes. There is evidence that the CPPI,
based on a broader market, tends to lead in time the NCREIF-based indexes.

Downloads

.Click here to download returns data for all indexes

.-C-lic-k here to download the index white paper

!Ql!

The Basic Set of Indexes
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Index Reports: Time Allowed to Gather Price Data

Experience with the developmental database suggests that within 45 to 75
days of the close of an index reporting period, a sufficient quantity and
proportion of the second-sale transactions that RCA will ultimately gather from
the given month will be available for index construction. Based on this
consideration, for indexes where the data availability is sufficiently dense
(generaJly, the monthly and quarterly indexes), 45 days will be allowed to
elapse after the end of the reporting period to accumulate data for index
computation. For indexes where the data availability is less derlse (generally
the annual indexes), 75 days will be allowed to elapse. In all cases, the index
report will be considered to be final once it is published, and any second sales
occurring beyond the end of the subject period will be excluded from the index
computation (no "backward adjustment").

To view, the schedule for the release of results for the calendar year 2007,
click [here].

Index Methodology and Further Details
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The CPPI are based on a repeat-sales regression model (RSR), with
conventional modifications and enhancements that are widely used in the real
estate indices estimated in the academic community. In an RSR index, the
database on which the regression is estimated consists purely of properties that
transact at 1east twice in the historical sample. The fundamental data on which
the index is based thus consists of the price chanqes actually experienced by
individual properties which are the same t~pe of price changes as actuall~
experienced by direct QroQery investors. While the indexes may contain normal
statistical estimation error, all index returns are based purely and completely on
actually realized investment round-trip price changes recorded in the RCA
transaction price database, as described in the MIT and RCA white papers
noted above.
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